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he Southern Coastal Patrol office, in a move to bring the public

closer to the ocean, to know in-depth of the beauty of nature, and

to promote a new image of the "2005 Healthy Maritime Year", has on

October 8 had the Coastal Patrol Corps 5-1 staged a "Chi Gu Lagoons'

Eco-tour".  

The event participants included the officers, servicemen and their

families from the Southern Coastal Patrol office, the fifty-fist corps,

school districts, government agencies, organization groups and press

reporters, with an exceeding turnout than anticipated, while Southern

Coastal Patrol Office deputy director Hsieh Da-lin had also joined the

event with a carefree ease traveling afar.  The event was formally

kicked off through the Corps 5-1 dynamic showcase of a "Chi gu

lagoons eco tour", to which Corps 5-1 commander Tsuei Chu-kuen said

that the corps had consistently been staging various annual leisure

events to promote the Coast Guard's founding missions and service cat-

egories, bringing the public to partake this type of activities to further

understand the Coast Guard's mission characteristics, showcase the

importance of the office's responsibility for safeguarding the coastal

safety, and protecting marine resources and ecology, as well as step up

communicating with the public, bringing the society a further insight to

the marine affairs work.

At around 10 am in the morning, the participants finally boarded

the Lungshan Fishing Port's tourism raft to set off the sail, and through

the tour guide's engaging interpretation, the mysterious gate of nature

seemed to have been opened.  The lagoons, in geology, refer to the geol-

ogy of a locale at a young stage with rising shorelines, comprising of

shoals beyond and within the shorelines, while Chi Gu's lagoons are

billed as the largest and unpolluted lagoons in Taiwan, and the rem-

nants of the Tai Jiang inner sea, which the locals referred to as the Inner

Sea.  The raft first zigzagged through a labyrinth of oyster racks, where

the tour guide introduced in detail the process of harvesting the oys-
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ters. Through the oyster racks came the mangrove growths with a dis-

tinct evolution of bearing fully developed seedlings, root breathing and

anchoring of an evergreen or shrubbery, which thrived at below the

tropical and subtropical high tide lines and above the average high tide

lines.  Beneath the mangrove growth was a wealth of bio-organism

species, comprising of the ensnarling tidal crabs, paddlefish, which

drew the children to observe with intensity, while the adults also went

on a treasure hunt sticking their necks out, finding it hard to hid their

joy.  At least, the raft came to the latest landlocked shoal in Taiwan and

in light that the shoal was set apart from the mainland of Taiwan, the

tour guide evenly jokingly said that we had successfully smuggled out

of the country.  The shoal's natural landscape provided a glimpse to the

visitors of nature's wonderments, for the vegetation not only helped to

block the invasion of the sea breezes, but also kept the lagoon's natural

ecology intact, standing firm for hundreds of years as a hero safeguard-

ing the beauty of the Formosa. 

At around noon, the excursion took us to Chi Gu's infamous Salt

Museum, where preserved in the museum were hundreds of years of

the salt industry's cultural heritage, which not only provide an intro-

duction to Taiwan's salt history, encompassing the makeup of salt,

quarrying techniques, production process, various usages, to how it

affected Taiwan's industry and cultural development, all in a very con-

cise tour.  One other important resource in Chi Gu had been the global-

ly important bird species - the black face egret, the bird migrates from

afar to spend the winter at the Tzen Wen Shih's tributaries, drawing a

large turnout of avid bird lovers every winter to bird-watch here.  As a

result, Chi Gu has placed a significant emphasis on the conservation of

the black face egret.  And although no sights of the black face egret

could be spotted during our excursion, all visitors were able to gain

insight information on the black face egret through the exhibits at the

Salt Museum. 

The final stop of the eco-tour had been Chi Gu's Salt Mountain,

where there were an infinite variety of snacks developed utilizing salt,

and the visitors were fending for themselves looking to feed much like

a guerrilla war.

(The author is with the Coast Patrol Corps 5-1)
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